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 Lighthouse Park Management Plan

The Management Plan was developed in 2004 to provide guiding statements and recommendations for the 
long-term management of the park’s natural, cultural and recreational features.  The preparation of the plan was 
guided by a multi-interest Planning Task Group, and involved input from the local community and park users. The 
Lighthouse Park Entry Area and Washroom Site Design will comply with the directions set out in the Management 
Plan.

Management Plan Vision for the park:
Lighthouse Park is significant ecologically and is a natural sanctuary from the surrounding urban 
environment. The park preserves and protects a natural coastal old growth rain forest and marine 
shoreline ecology; resources that are more commonly found in a wilderness setting. It is an educational 
and recreational resource where visitors can come to learn about the natural world of British Columbia’s 
coastal forests and view representations of our cultural heritage.

The community is knowledgeable about the significance of Lighthouse Park and supports protection of the 
natural and cultural values within the park. There is high level of community leadership and involvement 
in its stewardship. The park is an enjoyable setting and also provides physical and spiritual renewal. 
Access is easy and pedestrian and vehicular circulation routes are clear. Park visitors are encouraged 
to treat the park with respect. The park is so appreciated that it will always be respected and protected 
while being enjoyed for passive recreation activities like walking, hiking and picnicking.

Lighthouse Park is a precedent demonstrating exemplary management of natural resources while 
balancing the many demands on it. Habitat restoration and enhancement initiatives complement the 
facilities that support the park as a regional natural, recreational and cultural attraction. The park establishes 
a foundation for interconnected natural areas supporting biodiversity through West Vancouver. The land 
has been secured as a park in perpetuity.

Management Plan Recommendations for the Park Entry Area:
• Improve vehicular and pedestrian safety along Beacon Lane.

• Improve the organization of the parking lot by designing one loop road with parking spaces off of it 
(double loaded where possible).

• Provide a moderate upgrade to the parking lot, e.g., new logs or log rails around edges to define 
parking areas and protect trees, non-toxic permeable stabilizer on driving lanes to reduce dust and 
define circulation pattern, improved drainage swales with oil/water separators to ensure that there are 
no impacts from stormwater on surrounding vegetation, designated disabled parking area.

• Provide a fully accessible small park visitor hut with washrooms near the parking lot. The specific 
location requires more detailed study. Develop interpretive displays and code of conduct information 
for display on or within the hut.

• Provide a Handi-Dart loading area in the parking lot.

• Consolidate and improve signs including park entry sign.

• Develop a universally accessible (to the highest standard possible without compromising 
environmental resources) trail from the visitor hut along the northern relatively flat portion of the 
Juniper Loop trail.


